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The CeriSaw is a hand-held, interproximal saw specially designed to open fused contacts
during bonding, with minimal force using only one hand. The CeriSaw is available in two sizes:
anterior (regular size) for anterior interproximal surfaces, and posterior (small size) for posterior
interproximal surfaces. The saw is available in kits with 1 handle and 11 blades. Replacement
blade packages contain 10 blades. The serrated edge of the CeriSaw blade is approximately
0.5-0.7 mm thick.
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CAUTION
The CeriSaw uses high quality, surgical blades. Extreme care should be taken when using these
sharp instruments to avoid injuring the interdental papilla. By gently placing an interproximal
wedge, a safety stop is provided to help prevent accidental cutting of the papilla.
Note: When using with Lumineers,® wait a minimum of 24 hours before opening contacts to
ensure maximum bonding has occurred.
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DIRECTIONS
1. Completely cure the composite restorative.
2. Thoroughly remove gross excess from the interproximal regions.
3. Place the CeriSaw at the interproximal area you want to open.
4. S aw with a rocking motion and continue until the entire
contact has been opened.
5. Complete normal finishing procedures.
It is important to keep the CeriSaw blade taut by rotating the handle grip sleeve. Do not over
tighten the blade. Reverse the rotation of the handle grip sleeve for blade replacement.
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Adding a strip
1. L oosen the handle grip by turning handle grip
counter-clockwise.
2. W
 rap the CeriSaw strip onto the pin located at the front
end of the handle, then back around to the pin on the
rear end of the handle. The strip forms an “S” shape
around the front and back handles. (Fig. 1)
3. T urn the handle grip clockwise to tighten the handgrip,
which also tightens the pins and CeriSaw strip. (Fig. 2)
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Removing a strip
1. L oosen the handle grip by turning the handle grip
counter-clockwise.
2. Lift the CeriSaw strip from the pins.
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CeriSaw™ Anterior, Kit..................................................................................................................... 031336510
CeriSaw Anterior with Blade, 1 ea.

CeriSaw™ Anterior, Kit..................................................................................................................... 031336510
CeriSaw Anterior with Blade, 1 ea.

CeriSaw™ Anterior, Kit..................................................................................................................... 031336510
CeriSaw Anterior with Blade, 1 ea.

CeriSaw Posterior, Kit....................................................................................................................... 031336610
CeriSaw Posterior with Blade, 1 ea.
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CeriSaw Posterior with Blade, 1 ea.
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CeriSaw Posterior with Blade, 1 ea.

CeriSaw Anterior, Kit........................................................................................................................ 031336500
CeriSaw Anterior with Blade, 1 ea.
CeriSaw Anterior Blades 10, ea.
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CeriSaw Anterior with Blade, 1 ea.
CeriSaw Anterior Blades 10, ea.
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CeriSaw Anterior with Blade, 1 ea.
CeriSaw Anterior Blades 10, ea.

CeriSaw Posterior, Kit....................................................................................................................... 031336600
CeriSaw Posterior with Blade, 1 ea.
CeriSaw Posterior Blades, 10 ea.
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CeriSaw Posterior with Blade, 1 ea.
CeriSaw Posterior Blades, 10 ea.

CeriSaw Posterior, Kit....................................................................................................................... 031336600
CeriSaw Posterior with Blade, 1 ea.
CeriSaw Posterior Blades, 10 ea.

CeriSaw Anterior, Blades, 10 ea. ................................................................................................. 031336520

CeriSaw Anterior, Blades, 10 ea. ................................................................................................. 031336520

CeriSaw Anterior, Blades, 10 ea. ................................................................................................. 031336520

CeriSaw Posterior, Blades, 10 ea. ...........................................................................................................13371

CeriSaw Posterior, Blades, 10 ea. ...........................................................................................................13371

CeriSaw Posterior, Blades, 10 ea. ...........................................................................................................13371
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DenMat will replace, or refund the purchase price of any of its products that are proven to be
defective within 30 days of the purchase date. Replacement of defective goods, or refund of
the purchase price shall be the exclusive remedy for the user. DenMat will not be liable for
any economic, incidental, or consequential loss or damage that arises out of the use of, or the
inability to use its products.
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This limited warranty is in lieu of all other warranties, expressed or implied, and shall be void if
the product is improperly stored or used. There are no implied warranties of merchantability,
fitness for a particular purpose, or otherwise. Before using this product, the user shall
determine whether it is suitable for the intended use and the user shall assume all risk and
liability associated therewith.
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